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WELCOME

Africa shapes the school and the school is able to shape
Africa. So, this issue celebrates the GSB’s footprint
in Africa and showcases the school’s commitment
to building solid and sustainable businesses on the
continent through its investment in people as well as
to finding African solutions to African challenges.
One such challenge is the looming crisis of food
security that threatens the continent. And the feature
by Professor Ralph Hamann on pages 24-25 outlines
the innovative approach that the Southern Africa
Food Lab is taking to meet this.

This issue has a distinctive African focus. As Associate
Professor Mills Soko, Director of the GSB, asserts in
his piece on page 9, the GSB seeks to be responsive
to the socio-political context within which it operates.

On page 10, Emeritus Professor Martin Hall tackles
another big topic, namely the impact of autonomous
technology and the rise of blockchain in Africa. And
senior lecturer Sean Gossel and PhD student Misheck
Mutize delve into the efficacy of a new rating agency
proposed by BRICS to counterbalance the “big three”
Western credit rating agencies that appear to have
BRICS countries in their sights on pages 16-17.
Developing relevant African teaching material is also a
major theme at the school. And in this issue we meet
the newly appointed head of the Case Study Centre

Claire Barnardo who will be in charge of driving the
production of a new wave of case studies and stories
on doing business in emerging markets. One such
story is that of BOS Brands – a South African iced
tea brand that has gone global – featured on pages
12 and 13. The ar ticle is based on an award-winning
case study written by Chris Human, a former MBA
student, and Professor Geoff Bick and is one of just
several new studies coming out of the school.
When defining African success, the debate on what
makes something African is never far away.The ar ticle
on decolonising the curriculum by Nceku Nyathi on
pages 14 and 15 makes impor tant points around
knowledge being neither African nor Western, but
a cumulative and shared resource that is available
to everyone.
In this light the GSB is in a position to add to our
shared knowledge and to celebrate and learn from
our African stories – and our hope is that in its own
small way, this magazine will do exactly that!
JANE NOTTEN
Editor

CONTRIBUTORS

Mills Soko is the director of the GSB and an associate
professor specialising in international trade and doing
business in Africa. He convenes the GSB business
roundtable series, which seeks to facilitate much-needed
debate on key social and economic issues.

Mlenga Jere is an associate professor of marketing
and academic director at the GSB. His areas of
expertise include marketing management and marketing
communication strategies. He has a PhD in business
administration, a PGDip in Higher Education & Training,
an MBA and a BBA degree.

Misheck Mutize is a lecturer of finance at the GSB.
Currently a PhD candidate, his research interests include
credit rating; monetary economics; financial modelling;
financial analysis and option valuation approaches.

Sean Gossel’s exper tise at the GSB lies in the areas
of finance, financial economics, and financial globalisation.
He lectures finance on the MBA, macroeconomics on
the EMBA; financial risk management, and corporate
finance and investment on the MCom (Development
Finance); as well as capital flows and emerging markets
as an MBA elective.

Nceku Nyathi is a senior lecturer in the Allan Gray
Centre for Values-Based Leadership at the GSB. With a
pedigree in organisational studies and leadership theory,
he has a deep interest in the role of values in transforming
business on the continent.

Martin Hall holds an MA and a PhD from the University
of Cambridge. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Ar ts and Royal Society of South Africa; an emeritus
professor at the GSB and senior scholar in Residence at
the MTN Solution Space.

Linda Ronnie is a senior lecturer in people management
and organisational behaviour at the GSB. Her research
interests include the attraction, retention and motivation of
talented, capable employees seen through a generational
lens and the role of the psychological contract in shaping
individuals’ working lives.

Ralph Hamann is the research director and a professor at
the GSB. He holds a Research Chair with the UCT African
Climate and Development Initiative and is an academic
director of the Network for Business Sustainability South
Africa. His research focus is on organisational responses
to complex social and environmental problems, including
climate change, food security, and mining companycommunity relations.

Chris Human has an MBA from the GSB. He was
awarded first prize in the 2016 Association of African
Business Schools Emerald Case Writing Competition for
a study on BOS Brands, written with Geoff Bick. Chris is
a management consultant specialising in brand strategy.

Geoff Bick was appointed as the interim director of
the GSB in June 2016. Before joining the ranks at the
GSB in 2012, he held the Coca-Cola Chair of Marketing
at Wits Business School, where he was also director of
Academic Programmes for some years.

Raymond van Niekerk is an adjunct professor at the
GSB. His areas of exper tise include business strategy,
marketing communication strategy, corporate citizenship
and social responsibility. He describes himself as a
brand builder who attempts to harness the DNA of an
organisation as the base and most impor tant determinant
of a company’s branding and marketing strategy.
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Lighting the fires
to fuel Africa’s
development
To meet the scale of the continent’s
challenges, African entrepreneurs and
innovators need to re-orientate their
enterprises towards good business principles
– and business schools must make sure they
are on hand to support them.
BY MILLS SOKO

Things are looking tougher for Africa this year.
After a decade of exuberant growth, recent GDP
data shows that key economies in sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA) continue to slow, dragging growth in
the region down to a disappointing average 1.1% per
annum, its lowest for six years. Add to that global
threats, including uncertainty surrounding a Trump
administration in the US, and you could start to get
quite gloomy about prospects on the continent.
Such pessimism, however, would be misplaced. As businessman
and philanthropist Tony Elumelu – champion of the concept of
Africans investing in Africa – has pointed out the commercial
rewards for investing on the continent are still significant. And
done right they can bring significant economic and much
needed social benefits.
There is already significant investment interest in the continent
both at home and abroad, particularly in the impact investment
space, which looks for businesses that deliver social value along
with financial returns.
According to Rachel Keeler, writing in the Stanford Social
Innovation Review (SSI) recently, Africa has been the top
geographic focus for impact investment in the past few years.
The only problem is that the number of interested investors far
outstrips the number of investable enterprises.
To better position African business to take advantage of this
interest, entrepreneurs need to learn to think like investors.
This starts with having a clear and articulate vision of what they
are trying to achieve and a strong business model for how they
plan to do this, along with clear measures in place to track and
demonstrate impact.
In shor t, they need to embody good business principles first
and innovative potential second. Innovation is frequently
touted as the cure-all for creating new markets, jobs and
solutions to age-old development problems, but despite its
seductive lure as a quick fix for Africa’s challenges, innovation
in and of itself is never going to be a substitute for sound
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business. It is not – as Christian Seelos and Johanna
Mair put it in their ar ticle in the SSI – a shor tcut
to development.
Innovation, they argue, does not magically solve big
problems faster. More dangerously, the belief that it
does can mean that value created by incremental
improvements of the core, routine activities of
organisations (which are altogether less glamorous)
can be side lined – creating more harm than good.

When it comes to the
development challenges
facing this continent, we
don’t need bright flares
or dazzling innovations
– we need slow
burning and sustainable
fires that bring about
systemic changes.
A recent analysis of KPMG International
Development Advisory Services’ (IDAS)
investment por tfolio across Africa confirmed,
perhaps
unsurprisingly,
that
successful
businesses also have the most impact. If we want
to create impact in Africa, we need to attend
therefore to the task of creating successful
business – that includes paying more attention
to the businesses that fail and understanding
why this is, in addition to celebrating the ones
that succeed. This will require a coordinated
effor t from business, government, civil society,
media and academia working together to
suppor t and build business on the continent.
Business schools, of course, have a special role
to play here, and collaborations like the African
Academic Association on Entrepreneurship
(AAAE) too will play a crucial role.
An institution like the GSB, which is a founding
member of the AAAE and rated as the top
business school on the continent, has a duty to
facilitate and promote the growth of business
on the continent. We can do this not only by
making sure business leaders and entrepreneurs
are equipped with the right skills and attitudes
to build successful and profitable businesses that
also move society forward, but also by convening
spaces to enable the necessary conversations and
connecting the right people.
If we don’t do this, we risk the tragedy of exciting
new ideas – no matter how good they are –
burning brightly and briefly before crashing to the
ground never to be seen again because they do
not have the right business infrastructure in place
to suppor t them.
When it comes to the development challenges
facing this continent, we don’t just need bright
flares and dazzling innovations – we need slow
burning and sustainable fires that bring about
systemic changes – and the GSB is positioning
itself to ignite these.
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news round-up

Bertha Centre in top five globally for social impact education

New partnership brings a range of exciting voices to the GSB
The GSB has partnered with the online finance
portal Fin24 for a range of speaker events
designed to bring high profile voices to the
school and broaden the debate on current affairs.

of Fin24. “The business school has the credibility and
connections to convene a powerful group of speakers
and we have the platform to ensure that these get heard
as widely as possible.”

“We believe in the power of bringing prominent leaders
together and encouraging debate on issues that impact
the South African economy and democracy,” says GSB
director, Associate Professor Mills Soko. “The media plays
a vital role in any free society and we are excited about
this new partnership with Fin24.”

“The GSB speaker events are always highlights on the
business school’s calendar,” agrees Saskia Hickey, Market
Intelligence and Strategy Manager at the GSB. “It is about
quality conversations and dialogue, sparking new ideas and
fresh ways of thinking about the most impor tant drivers
in the world of business as well as society at large.”

“As a source of reliable business news, it made sense
for us to team up with the GSB,” says Fadia Salie, editor

As par t of the par tnership, the GSB also now contributes
a weekly column to Fin24.

New publication shines light on
innovative finance in Africa

GSB MOOC makes
Class Central’s Best
Online Courses of
2016 list

The Bertha team.
Social impact education has entered
the mainstream and the GSB is among
a handful of global leaders in the field
– according to a new report from the
Bridgespan Group. The Bertha Centre for
Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at
the GSB has been profiled in the report
as one of the top five university-based
centres for social impact education.
There has been rapid growth in social impact
initiatives at business schools within the last
decade. “The report points out that ten years ago,
establishing such a centre was a distinctive act of
leadership,” says Dr François Bonnici, director of the
Bertha Centre. “But today, almost 50% of the top 50
business schools host a social impact programme.”
The report benchmarked the GSB alongside
business school heavyweights including the Centre

for the Advancement of Social Entrepreneurship
at Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business;
the Social Enterprise Initiative at Harvard Business
School; the Centre for Social Innovation at
Stanford’s Graduate School of Business, and the
Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at the
University of Oxford’s Saïd Business School.
The Ber tha Centre is the only emerging economy
centre featured in the repor t. Established in 2011,
in par tnership with the Ber tha Foundation, the
Ber tha Centre’s goal is to achieve social justice
and impact through teaching, research, events
and actionable projects. “We have developed
deep exper tise in education, health and finance
innovation,” says Dr Bonnici.
Dr Bonnici adds that social innovation centres
can push universities to innovate and become

more relevant and resilient. “This is pertinent to
the #FeesMustFall debate around the shape and
purpose of university education. Social innovation
requires that we challenge the rules and status quo
of power and exclusion by building products and
processes that deliver greater social value.”
Director of the GSB Associate Professor Mills
Soko agrees that business schools in Africa need
to prioritise relevance and impact. “We play an
important role in training business leaders and
entrepreneurs to build successful businesses that
move society forward, but we can also influence
policy and practices to tackle pressing social
problems,” he said.
“This endorsement of the Ber tha Centre is a
boost to what we do and an encouragement to
continue with this impor tant work.”

Award season:

The Bertha Centre has launched
a new publication, the Innovative
Finance in Africa Review, which
showcases innovative models and
practices of the finance ecosystem
in Africa. The review emphasises the
outstanding work being done and
discusses the key drivers for creating
system-wide strategies and new
business models. It also highlights
innovations to watch from more
than 20 African countries.
Innovative finance has evolved over the
past decade, par ticularly in the design and
implementation of financing strategies.
“Over the last five years we have worked
with social finance exper ts and partnered
with governments, enterprises and investors
to research, incubate and test promising
innovative financing models across Africa.This
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review is an introduction for stakeholders
seeking to engage with this exciting space,”
said Aunnie Patton Power, Ber tha Centre’s
Innovative Finance Lead. The review builds
on the Centre’s previous reviews, such
as the Health Innovators Review (2014)
and SA Education Innovators Review
(2015). The Innovative Finance in Africa
Review discusses the nature of innovative
financing, its evolution and the creation
of new financing tools and categories of
capital. It also features content from the
GSB Executive Education Impact Investing
course which was run in par tnership with
Oxford’s Saïd Business School’s Skoll Centre
for Social Entrepreneurship.
The review ends on a very practical note
detailing how governments, foundations,
universities and high net-wor th individuals
can get involved in this space.

GSB ranked as top business
school in Africa and awarded
best Master’s degree in
corporate finance
A MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
designed and delivered by the Bertha
Centre was named as one of the top ten
new MOOCs launched in 2016, as voted
on by thousands of Class Central users
in December. The list is based on Class
Central users' written course reviews.
In 2016, 2 600 new courses were launched online,
across all platforms and on all subjects. "This is
a testament to our par tners RLabs and UCT’s
Centre for Innovation in Learning and Teaching's
(UCT CILT) significant contributions, into making
this an accessible, applicable and enjoyable
MOOC," said Dr François Bonnici, Ber tha Centre
director. The Ber tha MOOC – Becoming a
Changemaker : Introduction to Social Innovation
– seeks to catalyse social change by empowering
people to begin acting as social innovators.

The GSB has won two prestigious awards from the
international education rating agency, Eduniversal in its latest
ranking of global business schools in December 2016. The
GSB was ranked as the best business school in Africa, and the
GSB’s Master’s in Development Finance was named the top
Master’s degree in Africa in the field of corporate finance.
Winning two awards from Eduniversal’s 2016 ranking of business schools
and degree programmes around the world is an achievement that brings
fresh honours to the GSB. It is the ninth year in a row that the GSB has
been named the best business school in Africa. GSB director Associate
Professor Mills Soko, says the school is honoured to receive the award
again. “International recognition of the school is very impor tant to us and
all our stakeholders, to demonstrate the quality of education at the GSB.”
The GSB’s Master’s in Development Finance, named top Master’s degree
in Africa in the field of corporate finance, is hosted by the Development

Finance Centre (DEFIC) at the school. DEFIC was launched in January
2016, and aims to grow local and international development finance
exper tise in emerging markets. The Master’s degree that forms a core
par t of the centre’s work was the first degree of its kind to be launched
in Africa.
DEFIC director, Professor Nicholas Biekpe, says: “We set out to build
a programme that was useful, which meant it had to be relevant. It
couldn’t be all theory.” Local case studies are a big component of the
course, as well as bringing in speakers from the development finance
industry in Africa, to give insight into how people are dealing with real
life situations.
“The GSB is honoured and delighted by these awards,” says Associate
Professor Soko. “This is a tremendous achievement that shows
international recognition and suppor t for the ground-breaking work
we are doing.”
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THE OLD FASHIONED WAY

GSB takes up prime position
in Africa’s top business district
Billed by the developers as “the perfect place to do business”,
the GSB’s new home-away-from-home at 61 Katharine Street in
Sandton is up and running and ready to do business.
The satellite campus will formally open its doors in early May, and GSB
director Associate Professor Mills Soko says that the school is looking
forward to working more closely with clients and stakeholders in the region.
“While the GSB has been doing business in Gauteng for years – specifically
with its customised and Executive Education shor t courses – we are excited
to be formally taking up a permanent home in the hear t of South Africa’s
business district. This is an area that is, to a very real degree, the gateway
to Africa,” he said.
The new campus will be used primarily to deliver shor t courses and
customised courses to corporate clients as well as to host alumni events.
It will also offer students enrolled in academic programmes, such as the
Modular MBA and the EMBA, who are based in Gauteng and its surrounds,
a space to gather and collaborate between modules.

BRINGING LESSONS FROM
AFRICA TO THE WORLD
Newly appointed Case Writing Manager at the GSB, Claire
Barnardo, will drive the production of a new wave of case
studies on doing business in emerging markets, which comes
with particular challenges and opportunities.
Most business schools use case studies that are researched and published
based on experience in economies that are run according to Westernstyle principles and conditions. Little exists with local flavour to address the
circumstances of emerging markets. That, says Barnardo is going to change.
Established last year with funding from the Harvard Business School Alumni
Africa Club, the GSB Case Study Centre will write and publish Africanfocused business learning material. “The Centre aims to become the platform
for producing what I call ‘lessons from Africa’. The goal is to build a library
of case studies that focus on issues relevant to emerging market business,”
comments Barnardo. “This adds immense value to the school as it creates
material that is needed on the ground, and that the rest of the world is
interested in as well.”
“The Case Study method is a prominent learning tool at the GSB,” Claire
explains. “Developed and perfected by Harvard Business School, case studies
offer a realistic and hands-on approach to business learning.”
Associate Professor Mills Soko, director of the GSB, stresses that the GSB
seeks to be responsive to the environment in which it operates. “We are
in a position to collaborate with several African and international business
schools to develop Africa-focused case studies that can be of significant
benefit to countries doing business with emerging markets. The Case Study
Centre is going to be key in achieving this goal.”
Coming from an editorial background in newspaper and magazine publishing,
Barnardo also boasts a solid academic foundation. She is approaching the
challenge with the same enthusiasm that propelled her success in the field of
journalism. “I am excited to be leading this pioneering initiative,” she states,
“and I am looking forward to the day we publish our first case.”
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“The ease of access to Sandton from across the continent also makes it a far
more convenient venue for many of our African delegates,” commented Soko.
Soko explained that the opening of a campus in Gauteng is par t of a wider
strategy at the GSB to be more tapped into African business – and is, he
hopes, not the last satellite campus that the school will open. The school is
considering additional campuses nor th of its borders. Earlier this year it also
opened a satellite campus in Philippi Village in Cape Town, in an effor t to
widen its engagement with relevant stakeholders and increase access to its
courses and exper tise.

The GSB’s new Head of Alumni Relations and Careers Services,
Morea Josias, admits unashamedly that she is not active on
Facebook, preferring to connect with people face-to-face and
build more enduring networks of support.

“While the university has been active in township communities through field
sites, mobile health services and education programmes for decades, it has
not, until now, established a presence like the Philippi Campus. This has the
long-term purpose of getting all students and stakeholders to engage and
interact beyond the traditional spaces of the university,” said Soko. “The idea
is that each campus will be fit for the market in the area that it serves.”

Connecting with people is about engaging one-on-one. It is not about
casual interactions on social media, but takes time, energy and intentionality
believes Josias.
“I like to bring people together in the real world,” she says. “From CEOs to
academics, students, entrepreneurs and social activists, it is always rewarding
when people with common interests and goals make a connection that is
mutually beneficial.”

He added that the school seeks to be responsive to its stakeholders and
that the key impetus behind the establishment of both campuses has been
in response to feedback from partners and clients. “Many of our clients who
are based in Gauteng or the rest of Africa, expressed to us that they would
appreciate having greater access to the business school,” he said.

Formerly the careers service manager at the GSB, Josias’s new role will encompass
alumni relations as she takes the reins of the newly merged Department of
Alumni Relations and Careers Services. While alumni relations and career
services are two very different functions, “there are many opportunities for
engagement between the stakeholders of each area,” says Josias.
A key aspect of this is the way relationships are managed. For instance,
Josias says instead of looking at what companies or alumni can do for the
GSB, she wants to look at what the school can do for them. “It is impor tant
to understand what is happening in the market, to find out what skill-sets
different sectors are looking for, and then ensuring the school produces
relevant and future-ready graduates.”
Josias studied for her undergraduate degree at UCT in Social Sciences and has a
postgraduate qualification in adult education. She successfully headed up careers
services at the GSB and the department can proudly claim that over the past
three years, 76% of full-time MBA graduates have found employment within 90
days of graduating.
She envisions 2017 as a year filled with events, workshops, seminars and
conferences on topics that reflect current business trends. She believes the
GSB is poised to go from strength-to-strength and is eager play an active par t.
“I love putting all my energy into something that is building our country and
the continent.”

The GSB has opened a
satellite campus in Sandton,
Gauteng, in order to move
closer to core stakeholders
and widen access for African
alumni and students.

The building – which was formerly home to Alexander Forbes – is
strategically located within the Sandton “superblock” (bound by Katherine
Street, Rivonia Road and West Street) forming par t of the new Sandton
Central surrounding the Gautrain Station and Sandton City Mall. Located
on the 5th floor, the single-level, open plan campus is a 674-square metre
space commanding great views of the surrounding area. Facilities include
two multi-purpose teaching venues and two breakaway meeting rooms
that are sound-proofed and equipped with the latest technology.
Rayner Canning, director of Business Development at the GSB, said that the
school has been working towards getting the campus ready for the past ten
months, since the site was identified in early June 2016, after a protracted
search for the perfect spot.
“Our new campus is looking fantastic and we are looking forward to
introducing it to our alumni and stakeholders,” said Canning. “We hope that
over the next few months everyone will make an effor t to come and visit us
and enjoy the facilities.”
The campus will be officially opened with a “bit of a par ty” for alumni and
stakeholders and the first programmes will run from June.
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How to make
the Internet of
Things work
for Africa

Autonomous technology – an
Internet of Intelligent Things –
can provide the infrastructure
to enable aspects of economic
growth across Africa, but realising
the potential of the next wave of
digital innovation will depend on
effective public policy.
By MARTIN HALL

Late last year, Senegal’s Banque Regionale De Marches announced
the launch of the eCFA Franc, a cryptocurrency for the countries
of the West African Monetary Union: Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Benin,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger, Togo, and Guinea-Bissau. A milestone for
financial services and regional collaboration in Africa, this and similar
innovations mark the coming of age of a new generation of blockchain
applications; an Internet of Intelligent Things that could provide a
new infrastructure for economic development.
In essence, the blockchain, mostly known as the technology underpinning
digital currency Bitcoin, is an almost incorruptible digital ledger of transactions,
agreements, contracts – anything that needs to be independently recorded and
verified as having happened – that is distributed across several, hundreds or
even thousands of computers globally. Now, new platforms such as Ethereum
are emerging to suppor t the development of distributed applications – DApps
– that are providing user-friendly ways to use blockchain. In the same way
that web browsers made the internet useful, DApps act like “autonomous
agents”; little brains that receive and process information, make decisions and
take actions. When linked to a cryptocurrency like the eCFA through “smar t
contacts” that are also securely recorded in a blockchain, these new capabilities
will have widespread implications.

Step-wise innovation that will redefine
how we live and work
Because the DApps, that are now populating the blockchain in their millions, can
be programmed to take data-informed actions without human intervention,
platforms like Ethereum are also transforming the Internet of Things (IoT).
The IoT has been around since 1990, when a toaster was first operated via
the Internet, but its applications have since expanded and diversified with
cheap sensors and ubiquitous bandwidth, sparking enthusiasm for information
management, smar t cities and a wealth of consumer devices. DApps provide a
practical and affordable means of making Things intelligent and able to interact
directly with similar Things. This step-wise innovation is causing agencies such
as the European Union to consider new regulations to govern the use and
creation of robots and ar tificial intelligence including the proposal of legal
status for robots that would be analogous to corporate “personhood”.
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the new blockchain can be “the ledger of everything”. Once tagged with a
geospatial reference and sensors that monitor its continuing existence, a house
can become an intelligent entity registered on a secure, distributed database.
Through an Ethereum-based smart contract the owner of the asset can secure
a loan to expand a star t-up enterprise. Intermediary arrangements, such as
registries, deeds offices or patronage arrangements with local politicians and
officials become unnecessary. As economist Hernando de Soto, author of The
Mystery of Capital, puts it, this could create “a revolution in property rights”.
Economic growth also depends on affordable and reliable services, such as
water and energy. Here, again, the new Internet of Things has the potential to
compensate for the legacies of underdevelopment. Water is an increasingly
scarce resource in many parts of Africa, particularly in cities, where rapid
increases in population will make old precepts of urban planning redundant.
Autonomous agents positioned across all aspects of water reticulation systems
can monitor supplies of potable water, storm water and waste water, taking
appropriate actions to detect and report damage and leakage and close off
supply lines. Smart devices can also monitor water quality to detect health
hazards, and regulate and charge for water consumption.
Similarly, for the supply of energy, smar t devices are already being deployed
across conventional and aging power grids. In Australia, for example, intelligent
monitors detect when an individual pole is in trouble, repor t the fault and call
out a repair crew and communicate with other poles to redirect the supply
and preserve the integrity of the grid. More widely, intelligent Things will be
deployed across aging networks of pylons.

In parallel with conventional systems
of supply, new digital technologies
can enable full integration with
renewable sources of energy and
the intelligent management of supply
at the household level.

In parallel with conventional systems of supply, new digital technologies can
enable full integration with renewable sources of energy and the intelligent
management of supply at the household level. Because the new blockchain is
designed for secure peer-to-peer transactions combined with incorruptible
contracts between multiple par ties, individual households can manage their
own supply and demand to incorporate self-generated energy. A house
equipped with a simple windmill and a roof made up of photovoltaic tiles
could sell surplus power to a neighbour in need, or buy from another house to
meet a shor tfall. Intelligent houses could predict their energy requirements
from weather forecasts and could take actions in response to non-routine
events, such as a system fault or a spike in demand caused by a family
celebration. Such microgrids are already in development; the combination of
ubiquitous and affordable bandwidth and low-cost autonomous agents could
bring affordable energy to communities who have never had the benefits of
dependable electricity supply.
Smar t houses, secure in the blockchain and empowered by autonomous
agents, could prove their existence as collateral for loans, monitor and
optimise their supply of water, and generate, manage and negotiate their
own energy supplies. In turn, a new infrastructure built up in this way
could be a springboard for economic development, from small enterprises
that would have the resources to take innovations to scale, to significant
household efficiencies and increases in consumer purchasing power. As has
been the pattern with previous digital technologies, costs of production will
fall dramatically as the global market for Intelligent Things explodes. That
which seems extraordinary today will be everyday tomorrow.

Overcoming the limitations of
inadequate infrastructure in Africa

The established interests that
stand in the way

There are par ticular possibilities here for Africa. The potential for Africa’s
economic growth is well established. And there is an abundance of oppor tunity
for digital innovation, as a recent continent-wide entrepreneurship competition
organised by the UCT Graduate School of Business has shown. But there are
also the limitations of inadequate infrastructure. While intelligent refrigerators,
driverless cars and domestic robots continue to make news, the potential
for sustainable improvements in the quality of life is in a quieter revolution
of everyday systems and facilities including innovations in financial services,
and the provision of affordable and reliable services where blockchain-based
solutions could leapfrog traditional or non-existent technology infrastructures
and drive a new era of more inclusive growth.

The constraints on the deployment of a new digital infrastructure will not
come from the technology but rather the established interests in play including
state enterprises and near-monopolies that are heavily invested in conventional
systems, local patronage networks and conventional banks, and the failure of
political vision. Realising the potential of the next wave of digital innovation will
depend on effective public policy and business, government and civil society
innovators need to be directing much of their attention here.

Economic growth is underpinned and enabled by appropriate financial
services. While early internet-based innovations such as M-PESA have clearly
demonstrated the appetite for accessible, Internet-financial services, many
small and medium businesses are still restricted because of a lack of access to
standard loan financing; in the absence of traditional title deeds to land and
buildings, or a conventional payslip, banks will not extend the credit facilities
that are a standard requirement for investment in potential and success. But
as Don and Alex Tapscott show in their recent book, Blockchain Revolution,

This is why the West African Monetary Union’s cryptocurrency initiative is
encouraging. Don and Alex Tapscott comment that if we get this right, “we
will move from an Internet driven primarily by the falling costs of search,
coordination, data collection, and decision making – where the name of the
game was monitoring, mediating, and monetizing information and transactions
on the Web – to one driven by the falling costs of bargaining, policing, and
enforcing social and commercial agreements, where the name of the game
will be integrity, security, collaboration, the privacy of all transactions, and the
creation and distribution of value”.
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Going BOS

The story of a born global
South African ice tea brand
With a sugar tax hovering over the heads of South Africans,
healthier alternatives to traditional sodas are likely to start
appearing on the shelves in greater abundance. One local
brand is way ahead of the competition.
BY CHRIS HUMAN and GEOFF BICK

When Dave Evans, founder of Vovo
Telo, noticed that a humble local ice
tea brand by the name of BOS was
outselling Coca-Cola in his artisanal
bakeries, his interest was piqued.
It was the star t of a love affair with the brand
that saw him join the company, BOS Brands,
in 2011 as investor and CEO. At the time, the
rapidly growing ice tea category was forecast to
contribute 20% of the global soft drink market
growth over the following five years, growing
to 52 billion litres by 2018 (a projection the
category looks set to exceed). Recognising the
massive potential in the ice tea category, which
was stealing market share from more sugary
carbonated drinks in Europe and the US, Evans
set to work.

Adopting aN expansion strategy
BOS Brand’s tag-line, ‘Not just an ice tea’, reflects
the team’s emphasis on broadening the brand’s
appeal into allied categories including spor ts
drinks and cocktails (with recipes listed on the
BOS website). Despite the market breadth that
these product extensions provide, BOS continues
to find itself butting up against the limitations of
the local market. South Africa’s current ice tea
consumption of one litre per person a year, is
one-sixth of the European average and does
not provide the scale required to meet BOS’
ambitious revenue targets. For tunately, the
personality, experience, ambitious mindset, and
global exposure of BOS’ founders have resulted
in the network and knowledge to recognise and
actively develop oppor tunities abroad.

The small team included serial entrepreneur
Grant Rushmere and rooibos farmer Richard
Bowsher (BOS’ original founders) and marketing
director, Marié van Niekerk. Together they set
out to capitalise on the brand’s appeal. Five
years down the line, BOS is South Africa’s fastest
growing soft drink with almost 14% of the local
ice tea market in the bag. The brand has also
successfully expanded abroad. Over the
past three years BOS has seen consistent
offshore growth in excess of 100% a year
with more than 30% of BOS’ sales now
based in Europe.

BOS’ initial and growing presence in these
two launch markets spurred demand in
nearby countries. They expanded into key
cities in Sweden and Switzerland, and
after about 18-months distribution in the
Netherlands and Belgium was opened up
to include retail outlets. More recently, an
invitation to list at Albert Heijn – one of
the Netherlands’ largest supermarket chains
with 878 stores located across the country
– has added significant retail presence for the
brand in Europe.

Standing out from the crowd

Unlike most ice teas, BOS is made from organic
rooibos extract, natural fruit flavours and is free
from preservatives and colourants. BOS is also
lower in sugar than the majority of its soft drink
competitors, and high in natural anti-oxidants.
But for Dave and the BOS team, these natural
credentials have always been the back story. The
team intentionally chose to “hide them on the
back of the can”, putting BOS’ unusual, fun and
accessible personality front and centre.
The brand’s early, and memorable, marketing
effor ts were quirky, and contained BOS’ signature
playfulness. In 2012, the team built a vending
machine named Bev who dispensed free ice tea
in exchange for tweets at the Design Indaba in
Cape Town. Giraffes on bicycles put free cans of
BOS in the hands of perplexed bystanders on
the streets of Amsterdam, Antwerp and beyond.
Swimmers donning shark fins popped up with
the beverage from the waters of local Cape Town
beaches. BOS gets plenty of exposure from stunts
like these, which van Niekerk refers to collectively
as “marketing moments of joy”.
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However, despite the fact that the ROA encompasses
many fast-growing economies and a burgeoning
consumer class, they decided against this market as
the ice tea category (and related product knowledge)
there is limited. After gaining a solid foothold in South
Africa and neighbouring countries, BOS ventured into
Europe in 2013. The team was more connected in
Europe than they were in the USA, based on their
existing network of partners. To facilitate a smooth
expansion they leveraged their networks within the
HORECA (hotels, restaurants, and cafés) trade in
Belgium, then the Netherlands and more recently
France and Spain.
Evans explains that launching the brand in smaller
countries first allowed them to contain the risk of
both failure and success. In addition, the cultural and
language similarity between the Netherlands and
Belgium provided fertile ground to begin the
internationalisation process.

The story of how this small local
company struck it big is one of hightouch marketing, strong par tnerships and
strategic investment, making it the perfect
case study for South African businesses
wanting to follow a similarly ambitious path.

Rushmere had gained valuable insight from his
exposure to the inner workings of Red Bull’s
marketing mechanics (he sold his previous
company Afro Café to Red Bull in 2007). His
keen appreciation of the value of a well-managed
brand and his mastery of the techniques required
to achieve the requisite levels of clarity and
simplicity, contributed to the building of an iconic
and engaging brand. Despite its range of health
benefits, BOS’ stand-out identity and tongue in
cheek humour (unusual in the category) are the
sources of its unique appeal.

The fun, healthy brand is well aligned with global
trends and tested positively with consumers in
key markets. The team considered the pros and
cons of expanding into the rest of Africa (ROA),
the USA, Europe, Japan and China based on the
possible volume and margin oppor tunities these
regions presented.

Starting off on the right foot

BOS’ presence in six
European countries has
little to do with luck.
Their business model
and brand were designed
for internationalisation
from the get-go. The
company is par t of a
growing club of born
global firms – businesses
that are created
with the intention
of internationalising,
generally within three
years of commencing
operations.

BOS’ presence in six European countries has little
to do with luck. Their business model and brand
were designed for internationalisation from the
get-go. The company is par t of a growing club of
born global firms – businesses that are created
with the intention of internationalising, generally
within three years of commencing operations.
The team’s vision for a global brand came off the
back of solid market research, strong experience
in the beverage and hospitality spaces and a keen
understanding of what consumers really want.
The founding team was able to leverage their
initial investments and secure investment from
respected venture capital firm Invenfin. CEO Dave
Evans and investor Jaime Gubbins were the initial
angel investors to come on board, followed by
Invenfin and former Manchester United Football
Club coach Sir Alex Ferguson.
The BOS team’s metered, brand-first approach,
and time and attention spent on building
networks and relationships is now evident in the
global interest in BOS’ products. BOS has the
making of an iconic South African expor t and
a brand we can be proud of as it takes its share
of restaurant fridges and supermarket shelves in
Europe and beyond.
This article is based on a case study written by Bick
and Human that won the 2016 AABS/Emerald Case
Competition.
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unsaid about colonial history. Thus, there has been
a kind of glossing-over of the issues at the expense
of real change and engagement.
A cer tain amount of this has undoubtedly
happened at institutions in South Africa. Since
the glory days of 1994 there has been much talk
and some action towards transformation, but
clearly not enough has actually changed. As the
#FeesMustFall protestors express, the experience
is still, by and large, one of exclusion.

The problem of parody
Fixing this is no easy task. For starters, before
we even star t to play the game, it is difficult to
establish what the board looks like. For instance,
what is this thing we call “Africa” or “African” that
we wish to infuse into our curricula? When you
unpack it, the notion of “African”’ is largely a social
construct that is not borne out by facts. Somalia
is different to Zimbabwe and one cannot mistake
Egypt for South Africa.
And if we are all just one big happy family as this
narrative of an African identity suggests, what is the
xenophobia we have seen playing out across South
Africa in recent years all about? And by the way,
these attacks also happen on campuses.
We have the same difficulty when trying to get
to grips with what are we trying to decolonise.
What are we trying to get away from? What is this
“western hegemony” we hear so much about?

Decolonising
the curriculum

The good, the bad and the plain silly
The debate on decolonising the curriculum needs to be
about how we add to, and grow, what we have rather than
what we should lose. There is an opportunity here to forge a
powerful new narrative and identity for South Africans.
BY NCEKU NYATHI
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As the philosopher and novelist Kwame Anthony
Appiah wrote in The Guardian recently: “The use
of the term ‘west’ is in and of itself problematic.
Is it a contrast between east and west / Europe
and Asia – as it was used in the 18th century or
between communism and capitalism as during the
cold war? “
As a young black undergraduate
studying in the UK more than 15
years ago, I remember the first time I
came across the view-point of a black
academic, because it was that unusual.
The academic was Professor Stella
Nkomo, a pioneer in the research of
race and gender in organisations, and
the experience for me was profound. I
was not alone.
So when South African students
alienated because the examples
are all from overseas or feature
I know exactly how they feel
important to change this.

talk about feeling
in their curricula
dead white men,
– and why it is

How we do this, of course, is far from clear and
the violent clashes between students and police,
and rhetoric around the issue both on and off
campuses in recent months, are an indication of just
how difficult and sensitive an issue this is.
The theme of decolonisation is not new. From
Derrida to Said, Spivak and Bhabha, it is a field
of study several decades in the making. Yet
the problem remains essentially unresolved
and in recent times there is a sense that it has
been somewhat side-lined. Scholars Mar tin
Fougere and Agnet Moulettes in their recent
paper A postcolonial deconstruction disclaimers,
dichotomies and disappearances in international
business textbooks argued that the tendency has
been towards political correctness, where the
impor tance of cultural sensitivity is named but
not really embodied. And, that an awful lot is left

Appiah writes, “the west” seems to mean the
nor th Atlantic, Europe and her former colonies
in Nor th America. “The opposite here is a nonwestern world in Africa, Asia and Latin America
– now dubbed ‘the global south’ – though many
people in Latin America will claim a western
inheritance, too. This way of talking notices the
whole world, but lumps a whole lot of extremely
different societies together, while delicately
carving around Australians and New Zealanders
and white South Africans, so that ‘western’ here
can look simply like a euphemism for white.”
It’s enough to give anyone a headache! As Said
himself identifies in his ground-breaking treatise
Orientalism, in caricaturing and parodying the
other you run the risk of absurdity. Additionally,
if we lose ourselves in an obsession with the
terms “African”, “colonial,” “western” or “white”,
then we run the risk of being trapped in these
identities and miss an oppor tunity to forge
something larger.

The difficulty of laying claim
to knowledge
Even if you answer the questions of “what is Africa”
and “what is western” satisfactorily for yourself, you
still have to contend with another thorny question
on the path towards decolonisation: What is
knowledge? More specifically, who owns it?
When one student protestor called for the
scrapping of “white science” from the curriculum
last year she seemed to be implying that some

ideas are inherently non-African. But to assign
the theory of gravity to the white west is to
misunderstand the history and origins of some of
these things. Knowledge is not really owned by
anyone – it is a cumulative and shared resource
that is available to everyone.

Knowledge is not really
owned by anyone – it
is a cumulative and
shared resource that is
available to everyone.
There is perhaps no better way to illustrate this
than with the fact that the classical inheritance of
Greek and Roman learning, hailed by many as the
foundation of western civilization, is actually an
inheritance shared with Islam – traditionally an
enemy of the west.
The BBC documentary Mistaken Identities, points
out that the Islamic world had a significant role to
play in preserving this knowledge during the dark
ages, after the fall of the Roman Empire, until it
was recovered by European scholars during the
Renaissance. In Baghdad during the ninth century
Abbasid caliphate, the palace library featured the
works of Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras and Euclid,
translated into Arabic.
The knowledge did not belong to the Europeans
any more than it belonged to the caliphate, but
it was useful to the human project more broadly.
Both sides would have been foolish to discard it.
So, back to South African universities – the
conversation here would benefit more if it was not
about what needs to be taken away. We should be
striving for the best of both worlds not an either/
or. If there is African indigenous knowledge out
there – then yes, I want more of it. If a “western”
scientist has the cure for cancer – then, yes, I want
that too!

The only way through this
is together
Rather than polarising and “othering”, we need
to move towards the middle ground where ideas
can be exchanged and built upon, and it is crucial
that we foster dialogue to facilitate this exchange.
Universities are traditionally spaces where ideas
can be rigorously and critically debated and they
need to step-up and own this space at this difficult
and exciting time in this country’s history.
As the distinguished scholar Philip Altbach has
pointed out, education has certainly been one of
the most impor tant (however insidious) vehicles
of colonialist appropriation. It also, therefore, has
the power to play a crucial role in forging a new
narrative for this country and continent that is
both global and local.
What is at stake is our very identity and potential.
We can become visible when we see ourselves
reflected in what we are studying. Let’s not waste
this oppor tunity.
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BRICS wants to set
up an alternative
rating agency: Why
it may not work
The idea of establishing an alternative credit rating agency led by the
BRICS bloc of countries is gaining momentum. But there are questions as
to whether it will prosper given the major challenges it’s bound to face.
BY SEAN GOSSEL and MISHECK MUTIZE

Leaders from the BRICS bloc – made up
of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa – are championing the idea of
establishing an alternative rating agency.
The idea emerged during the 2015 BRICS
summit in Ufa and was affirmed by the Goa
Declaration at the 8th BRICS Summit. Most
recently South Africa’s President Jacob
Zuma said BRICS countries had taken the
decision that they could rate themselves,
and perhaps others too. The aim would be
to ensure a more “balanced view” when
ratings are made.
Both Brazil and Russia have recently been
downgraded by Moody’s. And for over a year South
Africa has lived with a possible downgrade by the
“big three” Western credit rating agencies, Standard
& Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch.
The big three have faced increasing criticism.
Critics claim that the frequent downgrades
of developing countries are unjust and serve
Western political interests.
BRICS has started engaging financial experts on a
business model for the new rating agency as well as
what methodology it would adopt.
This isn’t the first time there’s been an attempt
to challenge the big three. China, Russia, India
and Brazil have all established their own credit
rating agencies. But none has ever come close to
establishing itself as an alternative. Will the BRICS
initiative be the exception?

Alternative view
Critics of the big three were emboldened after the
2008 financial crisis.The rating agencies were forced
to pay over $2.2 billion in fines relating to their
complicity in the credit crisis. This further damaged
their credibility and heightened accusations,
particularly in emerging countries. Critics have
also attacked the rating agencies’ issuer pay model.
Under this system credit rating agencies are paid by
the institutions being rated (debt issuers) and not
by the investors who use the information, creating
a conflict of interest. Critics also argue that this
entrenches geopolitical biases.
The hope is that a new agency would compensate
for the perceived bias in the global financial
architecture. It would also create competition and
offer investors, issuers and other stakeholders
a wider choice and a more diverse view on
creditwor thiness.

Weakness in the BRICS muscle
Given that BRICS is home to half the world’s
population, accounts for more than a quarter of the
world’s economic output and has recently set up
a nascent New Development Bank, the countries
under its banner have, between them, the capacity
to establish an influential credit rating institution.
But questions have been raised about whether the
new rating agency satisfies a financial need or is
politically motivated. And if it will be competent

to provide an independent, objective and credible
credit rating service based on sound methodology.
China has already expressed concerns about the
credibility of a new agency. Analysts have also
strongly criticised the probable adoption of the
existing “issuer-pay” model. This would mean that
the current model is simply replicated.

Tough market to crack
Considering that the three major rating agencies
control more than 90% of the world’s ratings
business, establishing a new one wouldn’t be easy. It
could take years, or even decades, to gel.
There have been previous attempts to launch new
ratings agencies. All failed to take off. Examples
include the Lisbon headquartered ARC Ratings
which was launched in November 2013 as a
consortium of five national ratings agencies from
South Africa, Malaysia, India, Brazil and Portugal. It
is yet to release its first sovereign rating. The CARE
Rating agency of India, started in April 1993, is still
rating small to medium enterprises.
The Global Credit Ratings (GCR) was established
in South Africa in 1995. It is only planning to start
offering sovereign credit ratings from 2017.
Others that have been launched include:
• MARC of Malaysia which has been operational
since 1996, but still only covers corporate ratings
• The Hong Kong based Universal Credit Rating
Group which was launched in 2014
• Russia’s Analytical Credit Rating Agency
(ACRA) which was established in 2015
• The Beijing based China Chengxin Credit
Rating Group, established in 1992
• The Dagong Global Credit Rating established
in 1994.
None has established itself as an alternative credit
rating agency of choice for emerging countries.

The task ahead
The biggest task for a new BRICS credit rating
agency will be to convince investors, par ticularly
those from the US and Europe, that the ratings
assigned are politically impar tial. One way of doing
this would be to adopt the “investor-pays” model
where investors subscribe to ratings released
by the agencies, and the subscription revenues
become its source of income. This would ensure
transparency and credibility while avoiding
conflicts of interests.
But adopting a new model might not fly given
that main users of the credit rating information
are global pension and mutual funds which
currently use at least one of the big three rating
agencies. They are therefore unlikely to trust any
ratings from the new BRICS rating agency with
a yet to be tested rating model. Adopting a new
model would also be tricky as the BRICS rating
agency would need to wield enough influence to
be able to attract sufficient subscriptions from
international funds.
Finally, investors will be sceptical about the new
BRICS rating agency’s ability to compensate for
losses in the event that it issues false ratings as the
big three did in the US. The BRICS agency is likely
to be another failed rating agency project unless it
can overcome these three hurdles.

Photo by Beto Barata/PR – Agência Brasil, CC BY 3.0 br, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=53247722
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Respect and clear
communication in
SA workplaces key
for growth

The psychological contract between
employer and employee – as well as
between workers and their peers – is
a fragile bond anywhere; and in South
Africa it comes with its own set of unique
challenges. Properly nurtured, it can unlock
productivity and boost economic growth.
Left unattended, it can undermine both.
By LINDA RONNIE

In any workplace, the psychological contracts
between its inhabitants are an integral part
of the productivity of that organisation.
Workers, as much as their managers, have
certain expectations, and the results can be
disastrous if a promise – even an unspoken
one – is perceived to be broken.
The psychological contract between employer
and employee is the unwritten set of expectations
that exist between them, which begins even
before work star ts. Together with the formal
employment contract, it underpins the employeeemployer relationship. Psychological contracts
also exist between workers themselves and are
central to good working relationships. Breach
of a psychological contract can irreparably
damage relationships and produce a number of
undesirable outcomes: employees not going the
extra mile, or even resigning. Most impor tantly,
the state of the psychological contract impacts
employees’ loyalty.
This loyalty requires respect for the worker’s
personhood. Globally and locally, employees
– par ticularly the younger generation – are
increasingly demanding recognition and a voice
with regard to their employment conditions and
workplace relationships. In South Africa, where
thanks to the country’s apar theid history, a
significant por tion of the population has been
actively deprived of their voice, this is par ticularly
charged. Employers who do not acknowledge
this – cover tly or over tly – are treading on
dangerous ground.

The psychological
contract between
employer and employee
is the unwritten set of
expectations that exist
between them, which
begins even before work
starts. Together with
the formal employment
contract, it underpins
the employee-employer
relationship.
Understanding what makes or
breaks a psychological contract
Scholar Denise Rousseau has described
psychological contracts as motivating workers
to fulfil commitments made to employers, when
they are confident that employers will deliver
something in return. Factors that affect the
psychological contract, she argues, include the
impact of entering into such a contract voluntarily
(voluntary commitments tend to be kept), a belief
in mutual agreement (or a mutual understanding
of what has been said), incompleteness (or the
need to flesh out psychological contracts over
time, as the relationship develops), the presence
of multiple contract makers at various levels of
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the organisation, and the need to manage loss
when a contract collapses or fails.
But beyond simply setting the expectations the
employee has of the employer and vice versa, or
maintaining strong team bonds between peers,
psychological contracts include an intricate and
complex web of social and cultural dynamics.
The difficulty with psychological contracts in
general is that, so often, key aspects are not clearly
communicated. And in South Africa, where there
are diverse cultural and personal needs in play,
mutual understanding cannot be taken for granted.
Communication styles, too, may vary more than
the average, not to mention linguistic diversity. As a
result, there is a greater risk for misunderstanding.

The good news is that while there are challenges
shaped by South Africa, so too there are uniquely
local solutions. The concept of Ubuntu has gained
traction in the workplace, signifying an attempted
return to African cultural values eroded by both
colonialism and apartheid.

Conflicting demands keep
the glass ceiling in place
Women across the world are
still battling a “double whammy”
of social expectations that are
at odds with the expectations
they face in the workplace
and this conflict is effectively
keeping them from climbing the
corporate ladder.

Additionally, South Africa is recovering from
a unique set of historical circumstances and
inequalities that caused a stagnation of growth
both in employment and educational spheres,
and the understanding of these is often
perceived differently by various generations.

by Linda Ronnie

Beyond the usual
differences between,
say, Baby Boomers
and Millennials, there are
also vastly disparate political
viewpoints to navigate in the
South African workplace.
Other factors, such as the
limited efficacy of national
training facilities and the poor
impact of Sector Education and
Training Authorities also contribute to
an overall national skills shor tage. South
Africa therefore has a very large number
of unskilled workers and increasingly tight
competition for the limited pool of talented
and skilled individuals – although this is not, of
course a uniquely South African phenomenon.
Researchers Markova and Ford argue that in such
a situation, people management differentiation
is par ticularly impor tant if organisations are to
maintain a competitive advantage.
In South Africa, inter-generational differences
carry their own unique stamp. Generally, Baby
Boomers prefer teamwork where they are in
charge; Generation X tends to favour teams
where individual contribution is valued; and
Millennials enjoy teamwork but require some
supervision. The Millennials are categorised into
the Transition Generation and the Born Frees,
who have a very different understanding of their
rights and obligations; and previous generations
in turn have had their workplace expectations
coloured by apar theid.
This can manifest in any number of ways: in
terms of access to resources (e.g. education and
training or transpor t); in attitude to employment
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equity policies; what constitutes a reasonable
work-life balance; or different understandings
of when time off should be given for cultural
observances, for example.
It’s impor tant to note here that Millennials of
all flavours typically show little allegiance to
their employers, but higher levels of loyalty to
their work and their peers. This underlines that
as the new generation increasingly moves into
the workforce, the need for sound relationships
between all par ties within the workplace becomes
more impor tant than ever to foster loyalty.

Uniquely South African solutions
The good news is that while there are challenges
shaped by South Africa, so too there are
uniquely local solutions. The concept of Ubuntu
has gained traction in the workplace, signifying
an attempted return to African cultural values
eroded by both colonialism and apar theid
according to local researchers Beet & La Grange.
The values of generosity, hospitality, friendliness,
care and compassion through being human – as
Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu puts it – as
well as accessibility and affirmation, underpin
Ubuntu. For organisations, this means staying
focused on solidarity, respect and compassion,
both in and out of the workplace, argues
Lovemore Mbigi in his book Ubuntu: the African
dream in management. This runs in parallel to the
expectations of Millennials globally.
Human Resources (HR) professionals are also
probing the inter-generational aspect of relationship
building, not just the potential pitfalls. A system of
“reverse mentorship”, for example, allows for skills
transfer between generations – where a Baby

Boomer or Generation X colleague may offer a
Millennial experience and insight; the Millennial, in
turn, might bring new knowledge of updated skills
or technologies. Bringing Ubuntu into the workplace
involves strategies that build and consolidate these
interpersonal relationships, so that more effective
cross-generational collaboration can flourish.

Start as you mean to go on
All workplace challenges can be more easily
navigated if well-understood psychological
contracts are in place. The stronger these are,
the more likely their positive impact on the
country’s economic growth. But their often
unspoken nature makes this tricky. And it star ts
even before the job interview, with prospective
recruits forming expectations based on branding,
and the wording of job adver tisements. It is
therefore crucial for managers and HR staff to
ensure that communication is clear, considerate
and respectful beginning at the interview stage;
and that mutual understandings are clarified to
avoid the breakdown of trust.
If employee relationships are at the hear t
of retaining the competitive advantage, then
successfully navigating the complex territory
of a psychological contract in South Africa
is central to this. Ensuring ongoing strategic
competitiveness, improved performance and
long-term organisational sustainability depends
on mastering an intricate tight-rope walk
between cultures, demographics and generations.
But with focus, respect and clear communication,
it can be done.

According to new research from the Global Network for
Advanced Management (GNAM), women are literally caught
between a rock and a hard place: their communities reward
congenial, non-competitive personalities and playing large family
roles, while the workplace expects long hours and assertiveness.
To make matters more complicated, many women feel –
paradoxically – that their employers would dislike them if they
do not appear family oriented, despite the fact that they feel long
hours are expected of them. This push-pull factor of conflicting
expectations is a global phenomenon.
Researchers interviewed over 5 000 students and alumni from 28 business
schools worldwide, including the GSB. They found overwhelming evidence
that diversifying the talent pool is good for business. This applies to race,
gender and many other factors. For star ters, it simply means that one
increases the size of the available talent pool and potentially represents a
more diverse customer base.
And yet, women are still facing difficulties in the workplace and disproportionate
representation in leadership roles. Although they make up more than half of
the workforce, they are still in the minority of leadership roles. In fact, 39% of
companies in G7 countries have no women in senior roles at all.
The GNAM study found that one of the reasons for this might be the expectation
that women will play a more active role in childcare, and so, logically it should
follow that they will spend less time at work, be less productive, and be less
career-oriented.
“Female employees are likely to be on the horns of a dilemma: spending hours
at work might help them get promoted, but their boss (and everyone else)
may at the same time dislike them for bucking societal expectations,” the study
argued. “Around the world, the presumption is that the mother should bear
more than 50% of the responsibility for childcare.”
These findings should shock us, but perhaps the most impor tant outcome of
the survey is the most obvious: combatting gender inequality in the workplace
is not somebody else’s problem. It is up to employers, the repor t noted,
to convince women that they do not have to straddle a complex web of
expectations in the workplace.

The GNAM recommendations are simple, yet potentially very effective. Given
that women are often caught between a disproportionately large family role
and a workplace that rewards long hours on the job, employers can make
supportive decisions armed with this knowledge. They can take measures that
make for stronger, more attractive workplace environments.
Key suggestions included:
1. Reward productivity, not hours worked in the office.
2. Support personality differences, acknowledging the value of diversity, and
reward non-assertive but effective approaches.
3. Encourage fathers who may want to be more involved in childcare, in
order to counter the perception that childcare is primarily a woman’s
responsibility. This is also more suppor tive to fathers who want to spend
more time with their children.
4. Use the ability to work remotely to allow for workplace flexibility, rather
than as a limitless extension of the office.
The study found that working remotely was viewed in a positive light when
it was done after hours, but in a negative light when it was done during
office hours. This means that working remotely does not necessarily increase
flexibility, but rather that there is a stigma attached to those who must take
advantage of it.
Employers around the world need to re-commit themselves to doing more
to make it easier for women to work and lead. Companies that develop a
culture that supports women in the workplace also encourage a healthy worklife balance for all employees. Such a culture could prove an advantage in the
competition for the best talent. Employers cannot take on a patriarchal society
at large, but they can provide a supportive environment to women trying to
navigate the complex path between conflicting expectations. Those in senior
roles have the power to exacerbate or relieve the pressure employees are
feeling to conform to perceived expectations. Building more flexible and more
accepting organisations that explicitly express support for women will not only
benefit women, but also men. And the business as a whole will benefit from a
more diverse and committed workforce. Now that’s something worth standing
up for!
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A window of
opportunity
that won’t stay
open forever

There can be no doubt that the Ford
Kuga brand in South Africa is in
trouble. The story of its problems
does not need re-telling here. Suffice
to say that after more than a year of
largely avoiding the issue of its Kuga
SUV’s propensity to burst into flame,
the company was finally compelled
to announce a recall for 2 566 Kuga
1.6-litre models in January 2017.
It didn’t really help that this voluntary recall came
only after the company was put under pressure
from the National Consumer Commission, which
was concerned about avoiding further incidents.
Up until this point, Ford had not produced a
satisfactory response and was facing severe
criticism from media and consumer agents and
police were investigating the fires.
The company’s reputation has suffered, the brand
is reeling, and while it is too soon to calculate the
financial cost, one thing is certain – it is not too
late for Ford to embark on a massive consumer
and Public Relations (PR) campaign to rebuild trust
with consumers and mitigate the damage done to
its image.

It is not too late for
Ford to embark on a
massive consumer and
PR campaign to rebuild
trust with consumers
and mitigate the damage
done to its image.
Consumers are forgiving
Consumers are remarkably forgiving. Take the
example of Volkswagen. Early in 2017, it was
announced that the German car giant is now the
world’s biggest car manufacturer, selling more
vehicles than Toyota in 2016 – despite suffering
damage due to a huge diesel emissions scandal.

The brand image of Ford has been damaged
significantly by the Kuga saga and the window
of opportunity for Ford South Africa to win
back consumer confidence is closing.
BY MLENGA JERE and RAYMOND VAN NIEKERK

Volkswagen was found to be cheating in emission tests
to make some cars appear to be more environmentally
friendly when they were, in fact, emitting up to 40
times more toxic fumes than permitted. The defect
affected 11 million cars worldwide.
VW had to deal with car recalls, fines, prosecutions
and settlements but was still able to record
an overall 3.8% rise in vehicle sales. Its closest
competitor, Toyota, also had to recall millions of cars
due to safety fears over faulty accelerator pedals but
remains one of the biggest – and most trusted – car
manufacturers in the world.
Over the years, there have been many products
tainted by scandal and worldwide recall. Food
manufacturer Nestlé has battled many baby milk
formula scandals but this does not appear to
have affected the company’s standing as a leading
food provider.
In 1982 multinational Johnson & Johnson also
spent millions of dollars recalling the painkilling
medication Tylenol in the US after seven people died
following cases of potassium cyanide poisoning. It
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was revealed that the pills had been tampered with
and new tamper-proof holders had to be made for
the medication. The company destroyed 31 million
capsules valued at $100 million.
Ford would do well to study how Johnson & Johnson
dealt with the Tylenol crisis. In US business schools
today, it is said to be the most widely taught case study
of effective crisis management. Johnson & Johnson
acted swiftly and decisively, turning the crisis into an
opportunity. The company chairman appeared on
commercials and did more than 50 interviews, and a
press conference was organised to introduce the new
packaging for the medication. It is widely believed that
the crisis plan actioned by Johnson & Johnson was
what really saved the day. Tylenol’s market share went
up from 33% before the crisis to 48% days after the
relaunch of the medication.

Ford needs to launch
its own crisis plan
It seems unlikely that Ford will be able to replicate
Johnson & Johnson’s success, given the company’s
poor response to the Ford Kuga crisis thus far. But it
is imperative that the company puts together some
kind of war-room or operational team to drive
a public relations strategy around the Ford Kuga
incidents. Ford needs a marketing plan – not to sell
more cars, but to restore consumer confidence. The
company needs to appear to be open, honest and
less concerned about the legal implications of the
situation. Customer needs should be foregrounded.
Top of the action plan should be to hire a dedicated
person to run a nationwide campaign and interface
with the public. In addition, Ford should consider
setting up a hotline where people can call in with
their concerns, where customers can air their
grievances – rather than turning to consumer forums
such as Hello Peter.
Even though Ford has provided a customer service
number for Kuga customers that might require
further information and assistance, it is not helping
that some of the Ford dealers are not ready to
assist customers as instructed. The company needs
to consider setting up dedicated centres where
consumers can go with their cars for help and advice.
The window of opportunity is closing for Ford. The
company will have to act quickly to avoid looking like
it is acting only in its own interest. Some might say it
is already too late. Other critics may point out that
Ford is an entrenched brand, a huge international
organisation backed by years of experience and
consumer loyalty. While faith in the Ford Kuga may
have slipped, the company has many other cars
whose owners are loyal to their manufacturer.
One could only speculate to what extent the
damage done to the Ford Kuga brand will spread to
Ford itself. Much depends on how the organisation
handles the situation from here on.
Whatever response it chooses it will be doing
so in a difficult economic environment. New car
sales are down: the latest figures show a 15.3%
year-on-year drop in new car sales in South Africa.
Reasons given are financial constraints – consumers
are facing higher food prices, increased fuel prices
and rising inflation. This year will also be tough for
car manufacturers. Ford cannot afford to let its
reputation be tarnished any further. It is time to
stop the Ford Kuga bleed and to make the most
of the small window of opportunity for Ford South
Africa to repair its name and reputation.
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– including the food industry, government, civil
society and academia – came together to debate
the consequences of an impoverished food
situation in the country.
The four food scenarios do not presume to
offer actual windows into the future. What
they provide instead is a kind of middle ground
between the diverse and frequently conflicting
points of view that make up the complexity of
the food system. By creating a shared vision
of what the future may look like – albeit an
unpalatable future – the food scenarios provide
a point of depar ture in the present for facilitating
crucial discussions around the transformation of
the food system into a socially and ecologically
sustainable process.

Big picture
view needed
to tackle
food crisis
Food security could easily become one
of the biggest challenges facing Africa.
The Southern Africa Food Lab has
been laying the groundwork for the
kind of innovative thinking required
to meet the multiple challenges of the
complex food network.
by Ralph Hamann, Eckard Smuts and Scott Drimie
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One of the impor tant benefits of such an
approach is that it does not attempt to reduce
the complexity of the situation by dividing it up
into smaller components. While scaling down
the problem into more manageable chunks may
seem like an attractive prospect, in the long
run the only way to alter systemic deficiencies
are by approaching them systemically. The food
scenarios work towards creating a big picture
view of the food system in South Africa, thus
providing a framework within which each roleplayer can understand themselves as forming
par t of a larger narrative.
Another considerable advantage of the food
scenario process is the capacity it affords for
improved communication between different roleplayers in the food system. At the most basic level,
the need for better communication simply has to
do with co-ordination – different stakeholders
need to be aware that their actions can have
significant knock-on effects on other sectors
within the system. This happens, for example,
when energy and mining policies encourage
coal mining in areas that are water-sensitive
or agriculturally impor tant. As these trade-offs
become more explicit, the consequences of the
various options available for government policy
also become clearer.

On 20 November 2016, Deputy
President Cyril Ramaphosa announced
a proposal by the National Economic
Development and Labour Council
(Nedlac) to set the national minimum
wage in South Africa at R3 500 per
month (or R20 per hour). In the weeks
that followed, the proposal was roundly
criticised by parties on both sides of the
political spectrum. Irvin Jim, General
secretary of the National Union of
Metalworkers (Numsa), called it “a
legitimisation of slavery wages,” while
commentators from the market sector
argued that the proposal would lead to
increased unemployment and widen the
gap between rich and poor.
While these debates continue to rage, new
research on the rising cost of food gives the issue
an alarmingly visceral dimension. R3 500, it turns
out, is scarcely enough to pay for nutritious food
for a small family in South Africa. What is more,
almost half of the country’s population (47%) earn
even less than that. The math is not difficult: a large
number of households in South Africa do not earn
sufficient income to feed themselves properly. For
many, hunger and malnutrition are becoming the
order of the day.

A large number of households in South Africa
do not earn sufficient income to feed themselves
properly. For many, hunger and malnutrition are
becoming the order of the day.
Exacerbated by drought, low economic growth
and political instability, threats to the food system
could easily become one of the biggest challenges
our fledgling democracy has faced so far. And yet
defining the precise nature of the problem – much
less finding a solution – has proven to be elusive.
This is due in large par t to the extraordinary
complexity of the network: from agricultural
methods, environmental conditions and levels of
pollution to government regulations, distribution
channels and international trade agreements.
Each aspect of the food system is in itself a
multifaceted area of investigation in which many
diverse stakeholders have an interest. When
these stakeholders have competing affiliations
– and sometimes even diametrically opposed
views – the prospect of working out ways to
improve the food system begins to seem like an
impossibly daunting task.

Sketching the big picture
For tunately, the Southern Africa Food Lab
(SAFL) – a collaborative, multi-sector initiative
that was created in 2009 to respond to systemic
issues in the food system – has been laying the
groundwork for the kind of innovative thinking
that is required to meet the multiple challenges
confronting food security. Using a process called
“transformative scenario planning”, SAFL has
created a series of four hypothetical scenarios
that each tell a story about the future of food
in South Africa. Each scenario is constructed
around a par ticular aspect of the food system:
food as natural resource, food production,
food in the political economy and food as
nutrition. It is the result of an exhaustive, fiercely
contested workshopping process during which
influential representatives from various sectors

On a more profound level, however, the food
scenario process also enables a more authentic
form of communication. By bringing key
stakeholders, from various sectors, around the
table and encouraging frank discussion, people
are granted an oppor tunity to perceive each
other’s motivations, and thus better understand
the multiple forces at work in the collective food
system. This enhanced form of understanding
challenges people to move beyond their everyday
approach to problem solving and to find novel
ways of confronting the many pressing issues in
the food system.
Few human problems are as deceptively simple
as the problem of hunger. There is a pang in
my stomach, if I eat some food the pang will
disappear, and all will be well. Unfor tunately,
the reality of the food system circumscribes a
situation that is infinitely more complex. When
it comes to threatened food security, it is simply
not feasible to identify a direct route to the
solution. We will have to learn to take the longer
path: to discuss things together, explore each
other’s assumptions and think creatively. If we all
work together in this way, we may eventually be
able to sketch a scenario in which everyone has
enough to eat.
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Lead and learn
FT Publishing books bring together the latest business thinking from the best
business minds in the world, and help students to learn and professionals to excel.
Whether it’s a strategy that opens new doors, a technique that solves a problem,
or simply a new perspective that helps makes sense of it all, our books are there to
help the business world to live and learn.
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The Listening Leader

Global Teams

How to drive performance by
using communicative leadership

How the best teams
achieve high performance

The Leader’s Guide
to Presenting

Emilio Galli Zugaro

Jo Owen

Discover the art of communicative
leadership – how to really listen so
you can win and hold the trust of
your stakeholders.
Leaders often say ‘I communicate’
when, in fact, they mean ‘I tell’. Yet
being able to really listen is the key
to growth and results. The Listening
Leader provides a clear framework
for taking action to implement a
communicative leadership style.
By actively listening to your
organisation and external
stakeholders you will be able to
better navigate today’s economy
and digitally transparent world;
make a genuine diﬀerence to the
performance of your organization;
better respond to the expectations
and needs of their stakeholders and
increase your competitiveness in
the market.

The challenges of making decisions,
setting goals, communicating,
building trust and managing the
team are far harder when you
are separated by time, language,
culture and priorities.
Global Teams will enable leaders,
teams and organisation to deal with
the challenges they face.
Working for a matrix international
organisation, with its ensuing
diverse global teams, based in a
variety of geographic locations is
a fact of life for most leaders and
managers today.
Based on original research with
some of the world’s leading
companies, Global Teams is the
deﬁnitive, practical guide on making
the sharp end of globalisation work
for you and your organisation.

How to use soft skills to
get hard results
Tom Bird
Jeremy Cassell

Presentations are an inevitable
part of a leader’s day to day.
They are fundamental to delivering
information, motivating staﬀ and
building relationships.
The Leader’s Guide to Presenting
is a highly practical guide to
delivering engaging and inﬂuential
presentations. From informal to
formal settings, you’ll discover
how persuasion, inﬂuence and
communication are critical to
your own impact, the motivation
and engagement of others and,
ultimately, the success of your
organisation. Master the art of
presenting, set the standard and
inspire change.

To purchase these and other Pearson titles, go to www.sherwoodbooks.co.za
Photo courtesy of The China Initiative Research Blog.

Making an impact in
emerging markets
Marketing and brand building is more than
a support function – it is a critical strategic
imperative and commercial enabler – argues
newly appointed chief marketing officer
at Old Mutual Emerging Markets and
MBA alumna Vuyo Lee.
In her new role, Lee is “returning to the fold” of the Old Mutual Group as
it were. Her link with Old Mutual began when the company sponsored her
MBA studies at the GSB after which she joined the company as a business
planning manager. She was promoted to the divisional head of strategy and
subsequently under took an operational role as manager of an intermediary
suppor t services function before progressing to an executive role in charge
of brand, customer care and transformation at Mutual and Federal, a whollyowned subsidiary within the Old Mutual Group.

MBA alumna Vuyo Lee, who has recently been appointed chief
marketing officer at Old Mutual Emerging Markets (OMEM), is
eagerly embracing the challenge of providing strategic direction
in the branding and marketing of a large and reputable financial
services brand that operates in several geographic locations.
Lee is par t of a new breed of talented and driven GSB alumni making their
mark on the continent. She stresses the significant role the GSB has played
in her career, describing it as a turning point that marked her transition from
a specialist role as a research analyst in the FMCG industry to her entry into
broader general management roles in the financial services industry.

I still encourage people who want to
fast-track or change their careers to
consider the MBA as a lever for that
change and for opening new doors.
“What I learned at the GSB liberated the untapped potential within me to
lead rather than purely manage activities,” she remarks.
“The MBA programme provided me with the knowledge consolidation and
confidence to make the career change I sought. I found that I was able to apply
the learnings, frameworks and techniques that I acquired on the programme in
the working environment to my advantage,” she says. “That education, coupled
with my hard work and mentorship from experienced people in the industry,
helped me progress up the leadership ladder as I demonstrated my abilities
and value-add to organisations. Although there are many more MBA graduates
since my time at the GSB, I still encourage people who want to fast-track or
change their careers to consider the MBA as a lever for that change and for
opening new doors.”

Ever hungry for new horizons and broader financial services exposure, Lee
then left Mutual and Federal for its direct competitor, MMI Holdings, a merged
entity between Metropolitan and Momentum insurance companies. Her role
as executive for Brand, Corporate Affairs and Transformation for the group
saw her leading a multi-disciplinary division that included the company’s
por tfolio of brands as well as sustainability, transformation, stakeholder
management, internal communication and external communication.
One of the most challenging aspects of the role, she says, was to work in an
environment where you were not a revenue generator as such but were able
to influence the organisation in terms of investing in marketing. “It demanded
that I become more strategic and creative in engaging the business to make
them realise that marketing is not purely a suppor t function but a strategic
imperative.”
Lee has always seen brand management and marketing in any organisation
as a commercial enabler and as chief marketing officer at OMEM she will
again be drawing on her strategic skills as she creates and rolls out innovative
marketing and communication strategies across OMEM’s customer and
corporate markets.
“I’m excited about building on what I have achieved over the course of my
career and playing a key role in Old Mutual Emerging Markets’ unique journey.
I also believe that, in addition to creating value, it is also an oppor tunity for
me to contribute to the company’s commitment to progressing the socioeconomic transformation of South Africa and Africa.”
In all her roles, Lee has revelled in oppor tunities to lead and motivate
multi-disciplinary teams, mentoring and enabling people to reach their own
potential. She finds considerable fulfilment in helping and inspiring others in
the same way that she was assisted and suppor ted by many different people
from many different organisations.
“I like to stretch myself to attain new heights of achievement. Most impor tant
for me is to find meaning and purpose, both in what I am doing from a
career perspective, as well as what I do for others in the community, for
students and for my team members. Finding the balance between career
achievements and reaching out to others is not an easy under taking.”
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Asian Institute of Management
The Philippines
EGADE Business School,
Tecnológico de Monterrey
Mexico
ESMT Berlin Germany

SUNDAY

FGV Escola de Administração de
Empresas de São Paulo Brazil

SUN
12 MARCH
BELOW: Sanusi Dantata
(left), Haas School of
Business, University of
California, Berkeley
with Akira Ishikawa,
Hitotsubashi University.

RIGHT:
Associate
Professor
Mills Soko
(left) and
Ambassador
Faizel Ismail.

Fudan University School of
Management China

TUE
14 MARCH
● Field trip to Khayelitsha
and other townships with
Reciprocity
● Lunch at Philippi Village

MONDAY

NOW WHAT?

MON
13 MARCH

The theme for the week was
Economics in Emerging
Markets (Africa Focus) and,
in addition to some quality
input in the classroom, the
visitors were treated to several
educational tours including
visits to the Vodacom Regional
Head Office and Solms-Delta
Wine Estate, as well as a field
trip to some of Cape Town's
poorest townships where they
visited entrepreneurs and local
businesses in the informal
economic sector.
The week ended on a high note
when invited panel members
reflected on what was learned
over the five days.

HEC Paris France
Hitotsubashi University,
Graduate School of International
Corporate Strategy Japan
Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology
Business School China
IE Business School Spain

TUESDAY
This March, 34 students from
around the world converged on
the GSB for the 2017 GNAM
Global Network Week.

Haas School of Business,
University of California
Berkeley USA

IMD Singapore, Switzerland
INCAE Business School
Costa Rica, Nicaragua

● Morning lecture
Mills Soko (DBIA)
● Afternoon lecture
Aunnie Patton 

Indian Institute of Management
Bangalore India
INSEAD France, Singapore, UAE

BELOW: Professor Mark Solms
speaking to the students.

Koç University Graduate School
of Business Turkey
Lagos Business School,
Pan-Atlantic University Nigeria
London School of Economics
and Political Science,
Department of Management
United Kingdom

WEDNESDAY

WED
15 MARCH

THURSDAY

THU
16 MARCH

● Lectures with
Mills Soko and guests
from the Development
Bank Africa.

ABOVE:
(facing)
Sunay Kosë
from Koc
University,Turkey
in conversation
with GSB Alumna,
Natasha Deist,
a former GSB
GNAM student.

● Visit to Solms Delta wine estate
● Talk by Mark Solms

FRI
17 MARCH

FRIDAY

RIGHT: Lunch at Lungi’s
B&B in Khayelitsha.

#GNW2017

Morning lecture
Mills Soko
Panel discussion and
synthesis of the key
learnings of the week
Farewell cocktail lunch

National University of Singapore
Business School Singapore

Now what? More frictions and
daunting challenges from rising
nationalism and populism,
but still a global economy with
huge opportunities. The Global
Network for Advanced Management
leverages the expertise from
29 business schools in 26 countries
to navigate the new global
economy. Connect with us at
globalnetwork.io.

Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Chile School of
Business Chile
Renmin University of China
School of Business China
Saïd Business School, University
of Oxford United Kingdom
UBC Sauder School of Business
Canada
Seoul National University
Business School South Korea
Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology Israel
UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate
Business School Ireland
University of Cape Town
Graduate School of Business
South Africa
University of Ghana Business
School Ghana
Universitas Indonesia Faculty
of Economics Indonesia
Yale School of Management
USA

WHAT IF YOU COULD CREATE
AN ENTIRE BANKING SYSTEM WITHOUT
A SINGLE A BANK?
Most people would consider the above thought simply impossible, if not downright ridiculous. But M-Pesa was not created by
most people. It was invented by individuals who believe in the power of ideas. M-Pesa is an African innovation, born out of
necessity. Today it’s become the most successful mobile money transfer service in the world, and enables millions of people
with a mobile phone, but not a bank account, to send and receive money.
Do you have the potential to revolutionise an industry? There’s only one way find out. Enrol today.
Because a new world needs new ideas.

